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Abstract: In recent years, a peculiar phenomenon has happened time and time again and 
aroused hot social discussions in China. It is the fact that when an old man (or woman) falls 
down on the street, most passers-by dare not to help him, or in other cases, when one of them 
does offer his (or her) help, he might be accused of having knocked the old man down. As a 
result, nowadays in China, most people will not help a fallen old man for fear of being falsely 
accused. From an economic point of view, this paper points out that this peculiar 
phenomenon, which I call it a moral dilemma of helping a fallen old man, not only is a moral 
issue, but also closely relates to the intrinsic defects within China’s current institutions. In 
order to solve this moral dilemma, some improvement measures have to be taken not only in 
public moral education, but in the legal institutions, civil administration, health care system 
and public opinion guidance as well.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
First of all, let me ask you a question: will you help a fallen old man on the 
street? Your answer may be yes. But if I ask a Chinese this question today, I shall 
probably get an answer “no”. Why? 
This is a real story which happened in Nanjing, China. On November 20, 
2006, an old woman (her name is Xu Shoulan) was knocked down when she was 
waiting for a bus at a busy bus stop. Xu was seriously wounded. Peng Yu, a young 
man who just got off the bus and saw Xu lying on the street, helped her stand up 
and sent her to the nearby hospital. To all people’s surprise, at the hospital, Xu 
asserted that it was Peng who had knocked her down and he must be responsible 
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for her injury. On September 4, 2007, a local court made the judgment that Peng 
should pay 40% of Xu’s medical charges. What the judgment paper says is as 
follows: although neither Xu nor Peng was at fault, and neither side could provide 
solid evidence to prove what he or she said, it could be inferred by common sense 
that if Peng had not knocked Xu down, he should not have offered his help, let 
alone paid some of her bill. Since Peng had helped Xu and sent her to the hospital, 
the paper says, it could be concluded just by the logic of common sense that Peng 
must be the person who had knocked Xu down. Peng insisted on his innocence and 
appealed to a higher court. On March 15, 2008, the chief justice of Jiangsu High 
People’s court said at a press conference that Xu and Peng had made a secret out-
of-court settlement through the court’s intermediation. 
Although the Xu vs. Peng case itself had ended with a settlement, its 
influence and the hot social discussions it aroused become more and more 
widespread in China. What the public are concerned with is the principle by which 
the judgment was made more than the truth of the case. In this case, the local court 
didn’t have enough evidence to make a clear guilty or not guilty judgment. Instead 
of making a judgment by the ordinary rule of the distribution of burden of proof, 
the local court made an ambiguous judgment by the logic of common sense. The 
so-called common sense of the court is that no one will help others. So, according 
to this logic, if a passer-by finds an old man lying on the street, his normal reaction 
should be pretending not to see it and passing by. If he does help the old man, then 
his reaction should be regarded as abnormal or suspicious, and he will be inferred 
to be responsible for the old man’s falling down. But the so-called common sense 
of the court isn’t common sense at all. It is indeed unreasonable and unpersuasive, 
and contradictory to the real common sense of life, especially when we pause to 
consider that there is a long Chinese tradition that people should regard helping 
others as a pleasure. Mr. Cheng, the only eye witness of the case, was even angrier 
than Peng at the court’s judgment. “Who dare to do good in China after this case?!” 
Mr. Cheng shouted to the reporters. 
After the Xu vs. Peng case, similar incidents have happened throughout China 
and been widely reported time and time again that an old man fell down on the street 
because he suddenly became ill or was knocked down by others. According to the 
final results, these incidents fall into three categories. The first category, which is 
also the bulk, is that all passers-by dare not to help the old man, such as Xiao HOW TO SOLVE THE MORAL DILEMMA OF HELPING A FALLEN OLD MAN…   13 
Yusheng in Shenzhen (December 15, 2010). The second category is that the old man 
is helped by some passers-by and he extends grateful thanks to them, such as Li 
Dezhi in Tianjin (September 1, 2011). The third category is that the old man is 
helped by a passer-by, but instead of feeling grateful, the old man claims that he is 
knocked down by the helper. In the third category, if both sides insisted on their 
claims but neither of them could provide enough evidence, the usual judgment of the 
court is that both sides share the medical charges, such as the Xu vs. Peng case and 
Peng Daoxiang in Zhengzhou (September 25, 2009). In other cases, the defendant 
provides unquestionable evidence to prove his innocence, but the complainant 
doesn’t get any punishment for making a false accusation, such as Yin Hongbin in 
Jiangsu (August 26, 2011). News reports about such incidents have led to violent 
social discussions and debates. The prevailing public opinion is that nowadays doing 
good in China has become a risky choice. In September, 2011, an online poll 
organized by Public Welfare Times (a Chinese official newspaper) and Sohu (a 
popular Chinese Internet portal) shows that, of the 5138 answers to the question 
“Will you help a fallen old man on the street?”, “definitely yes” accounts for 6.62% 
only, while “definitely no” 23.97%, “not help but call the police” 41.9% and “it all 
depends” 26.5%. A popular commentator of social affairs once made a sharp 
comment that, after the Xu vs. Peng case, the moral standards of the Chinese society 
had degenerated for at least 30 years. 
In my opinion, the Xu vs. Peng case and other similar cases not only reflect 
the degeneration in the moral standards of the Chinese society, but more importantly, 
they show us that there exist some intrinsic defects within China’s current 
institutions. Those defects are so severe that public moral education alone can’t solve 
the moral dilemma of helping a fallen old man. And so, from an economic point of 
view, this paper tries to make a theoretical analysis of the dilemma, find out the 
intrinsic defects within China’s related institutions, and put forward some policy 
suggestions so as to help the Chinese society solve the moral dilemma as soon as 
possible. LI FENGSEN  14 
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
2.1 Economic man vs. moral man 
In conventional economics, a consumer or producer is usually hypothesized 
to be an economic man, that is, a man who always acts rationally and with 
complete knowledge, trying to maximize his personal utility. But on the other 
hand, the Chinese conventional morality says that a man of good virtue should be 
completely altruistic and always ready to help others, never taking into 
consideration or even at the cost of his own self-interest. The Chinese conventional 
morality is just like those systems which make virtue consist in benevolence. Dr. 
Francis Hutcheson observed that “proper benevolence is the most graceful and 
agreeable of all the affection… it appears to our natural sentiments to possess a 
merit superior to any other… whenever in any action, supposed to proceed from 
benevolent affections, some other motive had been discovered, our sense of the 
merit of this action was just so far diminished as this motive was believed to have 
influenced it… it was evident that virtue must consist in pure and disinterested 
benevolence alone.” (Adam Smith,1790). So upon all these accounts, many 
Chinese people come to the conclusion that if someone wonders if his self-interest 
is in danger when he hesitates to help a fallen old man, he must be of impure 
virtue. 
We have to admit that the economic man hypothesis and the moral man 
hypothesis are somewhat mutually contradictory. But the problem is that a man is 
always an entity of economic man and moral man, living in the economic and 
moral environment simultaneously. When an incident such as helping a fallen old 
man, has something to do with someone’s value orientation and personal utility 
(especially his economic interest) at the same time but in opposite directions, 
which choice should he make, the value-oriented one or the utility-oriented one? 
This question relates to humanity and morality, different people may have different 
answers. But for most of the public, their actual behaviors in the daily life have 
revealed their answers clearly. Can we then draw the inference that most of the 
public are of impure virtue or immorality? Probably not. Just as Adam Smith 
pointed out in the masterpiece of the Wealth of Nations, the main driving force of 
every individual’s economic behavior is self-love and to get his own gain, and “by 
pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society”. (Adam HOW TO SOLVE THE MORAL DILEMMA OF HELPING A FALLEN OLD MAN…   15 
Smith,1789) Adam Smith also observed in the Theory of Moral Sentiments that, 
“regard to our own private happiness and interest, too, appear upon many occasions 
very laudable principles of action… If we could really believe, however, of any 
man, that, was it not from a regard to his family and friends, he would not take that 
proper care of his health, his life, or his fortune, to which self-preservation alone 
ought to be sufficient to prompt him, it would undoubtedly be a failing… which 
renders a person rather the object of pity than of contempt or hatred… Benevolence 
may, perhaps, be the sole principle of action in the Deity… (but) so imperfect a 
creature as man, the support of whose existence requires so many things external to 
him, must often act from many other motives.” (Adam Smith,1790). Therefore, as 
far as I’m concerned, although pure and disinterested benevolence is very virtuous 
and noble, it isn’t so realistic and feasible. For most of the public, virtue should be 
something mixture of noble altruism and reasonable egoism, less virtuous and 
noble but more realistic and feasible than pure and disinterested benevolence. 
Based on the above analysis, it is my view that, in order to solve the moral 
dilemma of helping a fallen old man, better public moral education alone is far 
from enough, the key point is to design reasonable institutions which coordinate 
people’s egoism in economic issues and altruism in moral issues so as to make the 
public realize that helping a fallen old man is not only noble and virtuous, but also 
in line with their personal interest. Otherwise, in absence of effective protection of 
their self-interest, most passers-by would choose to be bystanders, of which 
criticism on moral grounds is meaningless and unfair, because we have no reason 
to expect every member of our society to be Mahasattva who killed himself to feed 
a starving tiger. 
2.2 Model specification 
Suppose that all the members of the society fall into three categories: good 
man, ordinary man and bad man, with the probability of p1, p2 and 1-p1-p2 
respectively. A good man is one who will offer his help if he finds someone else 
lying on the street, and will extend his gratitude to others for their help if he 
himself falls down on the street and is helped by others. An ordinary man does not 
help, but he feels grateful when he is helped by others. A bad man not only does 
not help, but also makes a false accusation when helped by others. (See table 1) LI FENGSEN  16 
Table 1 Choices and reactions if A finds B lying on the street 
  Good B  Ordinary B  Bad B 
Good A  Help, thank  Help, thank  Help, accuse 
Ordinary A  Not help,—  Not help,—  Not help,— 
Bad A  Not help,—  Not help,—  Not help,— 
Suppose someday A sees B falling down and lying on the street. A doesn’t 
know which category of man to which B belongs, so A has two choices: help or not 
help. If A chooses to help B, A faces two possibilities: A gets grateful thanks from 
B or he gets a false accusation. If B is a good man or ordinary man, he expresses 
his thanks, so A gets a positive utility of G1 (A might get some material award or 
spiritual award) and B suffers a small loss of -L1 (B might have to pay some basic 
medical expense). But if B is a bad man, he makes a false accusation against A. If 
A wins the lawsuit (the probability is q), he suffers a loss of -G2 of lawsuit cost and 
spiritual hurt, and B suffers the dual losses of -L1 and -L2 (-L2 is the punishment for 
making a false accusation). If A loses the lawsuit (the probability is 1-q), he not 
only suffers the loss of -G2, but also has to compensate for B’s loss, and so B 
suffers no loss at all. On the other hand, if A chooses not to help B, he gets neither 
gain nor loss, while B suffers a large loss of -(L1+L3) (suppose L3>L2). (See table 
2) 
Table 2 Choices and consequences if A finds B lying on the street 
  Good B（p1） 
Ordinary 
B（p2）  Bad B（1-p1- p2） 
Win (q) 
* -G2,-L1-L2  Good A  G1, -L1 G 1, -L1 
Lose (1-q) 
* -G2-L1,0 
Ordinary A  0, -L1-L3 0,  -L1-L3 0,  -L1-L3 
Bad A  0, -L1-L3 0,  -L1-L3 0,  -L1-L3 
 * “win or lose” is from the point of view of the helper (the good man), same in table 3. 
Just as the English saying goes that it is the unforeseen that always happens, 
everyone may have a good luck or a bad luck someday. Suppose every member of 
the society has the same probability of falling down and lying on the street,
1 and 
also has the same probability of facing the dilemma of helping a fallen passer-by. 
So today’s A might be tomorrow’s B, and today’s B might be tomorrow’s A. From 
the point of view of the whole society, helping a fallen passer-by is indeed helping 
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oneself. Suppose both A and B are economic men, they have the following 
characteristics: (1) personal utility maximization is their primary objective. The 
value orientation of A and B is that one should help others when and only when 
doing so is favorable (at least not unfavorable) to his personal utility. (2) Both A 
and B make their individual estimations of the parameters in table 2, but their 
estimations might be different from each other. (3) Both A and B believe that their 
behaviors and criteria are in line with the average of the whole society. Since every 
member believes that he is in line with the average of the whole society, A is 
actually a reflection of B, and vice versa. When A or B decides what to do when he 
sees a passer-by lying on the street or when he himself is helped by others, he is 
playing a game with himself, the purpose of which is to find the best strategy so as 
to ensure personal utility maximization. From table 2, it is easy to derive a 
symmetrical payoff matrix (see table 3). 
Table 3 The payoff matrix of game between A and B 
  Good B（p1） Ordinary  B（p2） Bad  B（1-p1- p2） 
win（q）  -G2-L1-L3, -L1-L2 
Good A（p1）  G1-L1, G1-L1 G 1-L1-L3, -L1  lose（1-
q） 
-G2-2L1-L3, 0 
Ordinary 
A（p2） 
-L1, G1-L1-L3 -L1-L3, -L1-L3 -L1-L3, -L1-L3 
win（q）  -L1-L2, -G2-L1-L3 
Bad A（1-p1- 
p2） 
lose（1-
q） 
0, -G2-2L1-L3 
-L1-L3, -L1-L3 -L1-L3, -L1-L3 
It is shown clearly in table 3 that (help, help) is the best payoff which leads 
to overall utility maximization while (Not help, Not help) is the worst payoff which 
results in overall utility minimization. Only group (good man, good man) can 
ensure the best payoff of (help, help), while groups (ordinary man, ordinary man), 
(ordinary man, bad man) and (bad man, bad man) all result in the worst payoff of 
(Not help, Not help). As a result, in order to maximize the overall utility of the 
society, we should encourage every member of the society to be a good man rather 
than an ordinary man, let alone a bad man. 
As A and B are economic men with personal utility maximization as their 
primary objective, they compare the utilities of being a good man, an ordinary man LI FENGSEN  18 
and a bad man, and then choose to be that category which brings them the biggest 
utility. Let EUg be the expected utility of being a good man, EUo an ordinary man 
and  EUb a bad man. Let ΔEU=min (EUg-EUo, EUg-EUb). When ΔEU  ≥0, the 
expected utility of being a good man is bigger than that of being an ordinary man 
or a bad man, I’ll say that there exists “good man advantage”. Otherwise, when 
ΔEU <0, there exists “good man disadvantage”, so A or B chooses not to be a good 
man. 
The function representations of EUg, EUo, EUb are as follows: 
[] ） 2 )( 1 ( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( ） （ 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 g L L G q L L G q p p L L G p L G p EU + + − + + + − − − − − + − =
 
) ( ） 1 ( 3 1 1 1 1 o L L p L p EU + − − ⋅ − =  
) ( ） 1 ( ) ( 3 1 1 2 1 1 L L p L L q P EUb + − − + ⋅ − =  
3. STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF THE MODEL 
3.1 Static analysis of the model 
To study the impact of each parameter’s variation on the expected utilities 
and people’s decision making, I’ll make a brief static analysis of the model. Firstly, 
take the partial derivatives of EUg, EUo and EUb with respect to each parameter 
respectively. The partial derivatives show the marginal impact of each parameter 
on the expected utilities. Secondly, compare the partial derivatives of EUg, EUo and 
EUb with respect to the same parameter, and then decide the sign (positive or 
negative) of ΔEU. Thirdly, analyze what A or B will do according to the sign of 
ΔEU.  
Take p1 as an example: 
0 ) 1 ( 3 1 2 1 1 > + − + + = ∂ ∂ L L q G G p EU g Q ; 
0 3 1 > = ∂ ∂ L p EU o ; 
0 ) ( 3 1 2 1 1 > + + + − = ∂ ∂ L L L L q p EU b  ( ).  3 2 , 1 0 L L q < ≤ ≤ Q
, 0 ) 1 ( 1 2 1 1 1 > − + + = ∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ ∴ L q G G p EU p EU o g  
, 0 2 2 1 1 1 > + + = ∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ qL G G p EU p EU b g  
() () 0 , ) 1 ( min 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 > + + − + + = ∂ Δ ∂ ∴ qL G G L q G G p EU 。 HOW TO SOLVE THE MORAL DILEMMA OF HELPING A FALLEN OLD MAN…   19 
Therefore, as p1 increases, all of EUg、EUo、EUb increase, and EUg has the 
largest increment, so both EUg-EUo and EUg-EUb are positive, and ΔEU is positive. 
The other parameters can be analyzed in the same way. (See table 4) 
Table 4 Analysis of the influencing factors of expected utilities 
factor  EUg EUo EUb EUg-EUo EUg-EUb  ΔEU 
G1+ + 0 0 + + + 
G2+ - 0 0 - - - 
L1+ - - 0 - - - 
L2+ 0 0 - 0 +  +/0 
L3+ - - - 0 0 0 
q+ + 0 - + + + 
p1+ + + + + + + 
p2+ + 0 0 + + + 
Now we can make a brief static analysis of the impacts of some parameters: 
(1) The marginal impact of G1 shows that the more material or spiritual 
award the helper receives, i.e., the larger the potential reward of helping others is, 
the more dominant “good man advantage” becomes, which induces more people to 
be good men. Viewed in this light, it is reasonable and effective to confer those 
who do good some material or spiritual awards, because that makes “good man 
advantage” more dominant. 
(2) The marginal impact of G2 shows that the larger the loss of lawsuit cost 
and spiritual hurt the helper suffers when he is falsely accused, i.e., the larger the 
potential cost of helping others is, the more dominant “good man disadvantage” 
becomes, which induces more people not to be good men. From this point of view, 
the “risk fund for helping a fallen old man” set up by the Chinahaoren (literally 
means Chinese good men) website and the “special assistance fund for helping 
others for just causes” set up by a charity organization in Jiangsu province are a 
good start for the whole society. Of course, the judicial assistance could be more 
effective and available if it is offered by governmental organizations instead of 
NGOs. Moreover, it is worth particularly emphasizing that the spiritual hurt the 
helper suffers when he is falsely accused is a very important cost, though often 
ignored by most of the public. This is especially true for the juvenile helpers, 
because the spiritual hurt could be so severe for their immature minds that they 
could hardly recover from it. Wang Xin, a middle school student in Chongqing 
province, is just such a victim. Although a local court had dismissed the case LI FENGSEN  20 
brought by the old man Wang helped, he was hurt emotionally so badly that his 
temperament changed a lot and his study performance plummeted in a very short 
time, according to the report of the Chongqing Evening in November 14, 2010. 
(3) The marginal impact of L1 shows that the more expensive basic medical 
charges are, the more dominant “good man disadvantage” becomes. It seems to be 
a reasonable presumption that some old men make false accusations against their 
helpers because they are afraid of being unable to pay their hospital bills, apart 
from the possibility that their moral values might be of low standards. It should not 
be a surprise for us to find out that almost all the old men who made accusations 
against their helpers belong to the low-income group. L1 could be regarded as the 
potential benefit of making a false accusation, since the old man’s medical expense 
will be transferred, at least partially, to the helper once the helper loses the lawsuit. 
On this account, I believe that the repeated recurrence of incidents like the Xu vs. 
Peng case can be attributed, to some extent, to the fast increase of medical charges 
in recent years and the low standard and limited coverage of China’s health care 
system. 
(4) The impact of L2 shows that the more severe the punishment for making 
a false accusation is, the more dominant “good man advantage” becomes (it 
remains unchanged if EUo>EUb). L2 could be regarded as the opposite of L1, i.e., 
the potential risk of making a false accusation. If the old man doesn’t get any 
punishment for making a false accusation, as is shown in the Yin Hongbin case, the 
frame-up can be viewed as an investment with a risk-free return of L1. In this 
respect, Singapore provides a good example for China. In Singapore the law says 
that if a man is helped by others and makes a false accusation later, he must make 
personal apology to the helpers and face a fine of one to three times his medical 
expense or even a criminal charge of frame-up in some serious case. 
(5) The impact of q shows that the larger the probability of the good man 
winning the case is, the more dominant “good man advantage” becomes. In judicial 
practices, the distribution of burden of proof and the principles of judgment play 
central role in the final judgment. Specifically, if the burden of proof is borne by the 
complainant, the probability of the good man winning the case would be large. 
Conversely, if the burden is shifted to the defendant, the probability would be small. 
This happens because in most cases there are always some plausible reasons on both 
sides, but neither of them can provide evidence strong enough to support himself. HOW TO SOLVE THE MORAL DILEMMA OF HELPING A FALLEN OLD MAN…   21 
The probability of the good man winning the case would be large if the judgment is 
made in compliance with the ordinary distribution of burden of proof, while it would 
be small if the judgment is made by the logic of the so-called common sense of the 
court. 
(6) The impact of p1 and p2 shows that the higher the probability of good 
man is or the lower bad man is,
  2 the more dominant “good man advantage” 
becomes, which leads to more people choose to be good men. In other words, there 
is a positive feedback loop of “more good men (or less bad men) → even more 
good men”.  
3.2 Dynamic analysis of the model 
In the static analysis, we study the impact of each parameter’s variation on 
the expected utilities while keeping other parameters constant. But in reality all the 
parameters interact with each other, in which two positive feedback loops play 
central role. One feedback loop is “more good men → even more good men”, and 
the other “more non-good men → even more non-good men”, which will be 
discussed later in this paper. To make the following discussions simple, I’ll just say 
that A is “above (or below) the critical point of good man” if ΔEUA > 0 (or ΔEUA 
<0), which means that A gets more (or less) utility from being a good man than 
being a non-good man. And I’ll say that “A breaks the critical point of good man 
upwards/downwards” if a negative/positive ΔEUA becomes a positive/negative one, 
which means that A changes from a non-good/good man to a good/non-good man. 
Take the Xu. vs. Peng case as an example. Before the case, it didn’t seem to 
be a problem whether or not we should help a fallen old man, for most people 
thought that such a question had a self-evident answer and therefore wasn’t worthy 
of any further discussion. We can say that the Chinese society was then in a 
relatively stable state. (Of course that doesn’t mean that every person would choose 
to be a good man in such a state, since the estimates of parameters and expected 
utilities vary from person to person.) Maybe the Xu vs. Peng case isn’t the very 
first one of its kind, but it is the first one that had been widely covered by the 
mainstream news media and had attracted wide public attention. The transmission 
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man decreases. As p2 increases and p1 remains unchanged, the probability of good man remains 
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mechanism by which the Xu vs. Peng case spread its influence can be analyzed as 
follows: 
Step 1: After the occurrence and wide media coverage of the case, most 
people alter their estimations of some parameters and the expected utilities. Before 
the occurrence of the case, it was general knowledge that in most cases you 
wouldn’t get a false accusation if you help a fallen old man, and in case you did get 
one, the court would make a favorable judgment for you unless the old man could 
provide solid evidence to support his allegation. But after the occurrence of the 
case, the knowledge came to be that you would probably get a false accusation if 
you help a fallen old man, and in case you did get one, the court would make an 
unfavorable judgment against you unless you could provide solid evidence to prove 
your innocence. As a result, the estimate for G2 increases while those for p1, p2 and 
q decrease, which lead to changes in the expected utilities. 
Step 2: Due to those changes in step 1, some people (let them be A) who 
used to be above the critical point of good man break the point downwards. That is 
to say, A changes his choice from being a helper to being an onlooker, if he finds 
someone lying on the street. 
Step 3: A’s behavior change is observed by other people (let them be B) 
who remains above the critical point in step 2, which leads to further alteration in 
B’s estimations of some parameters, which in turn leads to B’s breaking the critical 
point downwards. The tragedy of Zheng, an 83-year-old retiree in Fujian province, 
is such a case in the real life that reflects the above process. On December 29, 
2010, Zheng suddenly had a heart attack and lied on the street. There were several 
people nearby, they looked at the old man but none of them offered their help. 
Several minutes later, two young ladies passed by. Just when the ladies wanted to 
help the old man, they got a “goodwill reminder” from other onlookers, and after 
much hesitation, they got cold feet and left. Poor Zheng lied on the street until 
death, surrounded by several onlookers. In this case, the two ladies used to be 
above the critical point of good man, but the “goodwill reminder” induced them to 
change their estimations of some parameters such as q, G2 or L1, which in turn led 
to their breaking the critical point downwards. In fact, the repeated reports of fallen 
old men lying on the street without anyone helping them have, objectively to some 
extent, induced more people to break the critical point downwards, because with 
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subtle influence of the mainstream ideology and the surrounding people and 
environment. Therefore, there is another positive feedback loop of “more non-good 
men → even more non-good men”, apart from that of “more good men → even 
more good men”. 
Step 4: B’s behavior change is observed by A, which leads to further 
alteration in A’s estimations of some parameters, which in turn makes A’s “good 
man disadvantage” more dominant. In other words, A’s behavior change in step 2 
is strengthened by B’s behavior change in step 3. 
The whole process can be simply described as “A not to be a good man → B 
not to a good man → A more determined not to be a good man”. (See figure 1) 
 
 
Figure 1 Transmission Mechanism of the Influence of the Xu vs. Peng Case 
The two positive feedback loops discussed above play central role not only in 
the transmission mechanism of the moral dilemma, but also in the transition of the 
society from one state to another. Suppose the society is in a relatively stable state at 
the beginning, then something happens which causes most people to alter their 
estimations. The change magnitudes may vary from person to person, but they are in 
the same direction. Due to the two positive feedback loops, some people’s behavior 
change (their breaking the critical point downwards or upwards) may lead to similar 
chain reactions of others, which in turn provide positive feedbacks to the former. 
Then the whole society gradually reaches a new state of relative stability. All these 
have been shown quite clearly by the very fact that after the Xu vs. Peng case, there 
are more and more news reports throughout China about no one daring to a fallen old 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Based on the above analysis, I come to the conclusion that the moral dilemma 
of helping a fallen old man not only is a moral issue, but also closely relates to 
China’s current legal institutions, civil administration, health care system and 
media coverage. Since there is a self-reinforcement and self-stabilization 
mechanism in the dilemma, if we don’t take necessary measures without delay, the 
wide spreading of the dilemma might lead to the worst payoff of (Not help, Not 
help) becoming a new stable state of the Chinese society. If that situation really 
happens, it will not only be a moral tragedy, but also put everyone at risk because 
nobody will help you when you are in need. 
Since the moral dilemma of helping a fallen old man relates to both people’s 
value orientations and their economic interests, multiple measures should be taken 
promptly in order to induce more people to break the critical point upwards, so that 
the course of the Chinese society could be changed from the vicious circle of 
“more non-good men → even more non-good men” to the virtuous cycle of “more 
good men → even more good men”. It is a social problem worthy of our serious 
considerations of how to encourage more people to do good and how to prevent 
good men from shedding both bloods and tears. Personally I think the following 
measures should be taken: 
(1) Strengthen and improve the traditional public moral educations. Public 
moral educations alone are not enough, but they are indispensable to the 
improvement of moral standards of the whole society. We should strengthen and 
improve our traditional practices in the regard. For example, in addition to the 
usual practice of telling people that doing good is a traditional virtue of the Chinese 
nationality, we could also tell them that helping others is in essence helping 
themselves. If you don’t help others in trouble, why do you expect others to help 
you when you yourself are in trouble? We should get free from the constraints of 
the traditional ideology that virtue must consist in pure and disinterested 
benevolence. Virtue, as I understand it, is something mixture of noble altruism and 
reasonable egoism. 
(2) Provide those who do good with more material and spiritual rewards and 
other benefits. Apart from conferring honorary titles and spiritual rewards, we 
should provide more material rewards and other kinds of benefits, such as prizes, 
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etc. In short, we should take measures to increase the potential benefits of doing 
good. 
(3) Begin the legislation of China’s Good Samaritan law as soon as possible. 
Good Samaritan laws are laws that offer legal protection to people who give 
reasonable assistance to those who are injured, ill, in peril, or otherwise 
incapacitated. The protection is intended to reduce bystanders' hesitation to assist, 
for fear of being sued or prosecuted for unintentional injury or wrongful death. So 
far there is not yet a Good Samaritan law in China, and that is part of the reason 
why so many Chinese people hesitate to help a fallen old man. Moreover, relevant 
government agencies or authorities should provide legal and civil assistances 
whenever necessary, especially to the juvenile helpers. In short, we should take 
measures to decrease the potential costs of doing good. 
(4) Punish those who make false accusations. Frame-ups should not be 
something with potential gains but without any potential risk. We should punish 
those who make false accusations, such as order them to make personal apologies 
to the victims, or to pay a fine of some amount of money. In this way we could 
increase the potential costs of doing bad. 
(5) Accelerate the reform of China’s health care system so as to improve the 
coverage and standard of medical security. If everyone is able to pay his own 
medical bill, then the possibility will fall dramatically that a fallen old man might 
make a false accusation against his helper. 
(6) Change the principles by which the judgments are made. In cases like the 
Xu vs. Peng case, the burden of proof should be borne by the complainants instead 
of the defendants. The principle of shifting burden of proof should not be abused. 
Although the judicial interpretations of evidences in civil lawsuits released by the 
Supreme People’s Court in April 2002 say that the complainant needn’t provide 
evidence to prove a natural law or theorem, or something which can be inferred by 
common sense, the court should not regard the controversial idea of human nature 
being evil as common sense, let alone use it as a principle to make judgments. 
(7) Provide appropriate guidance on public opinion and media coverage. 
Various news media, especially the Internet, have played active role in the wide 
spreading of the influence of the Xu vs. Peng case. And the reluctance of the 
parties and the authorities to disclose the very truth of the case have contributed 
greatly in arousing hot social discussions afterwards. In order to solve the moral LI FENGSEN  26 
                                                     
dilemma, the authorities should provide appropriate guidance on public opinion 
and encourage various new media to make more news reports of people doing 
good. (Of course I don’t mean that the authorities should intervene in the freedom 
of the press.) Whenever possible, relevant parties and the authorities should 
disclose the truths to the public in a clear way so as to stop the spreading of the 
rumors. 
The above suggestions are put forward directly to the moral dilemma of 
helping a fallen old man. But if we broaden our horizon and make analyses under 
similar frameworks, we’ll find that there are many other phenomena in China just 
like the moral dilemma of helping a fallen old, such as most car drivers don’t give 
way to an ambulance
3, and most people dare not to impeach or disclose the 
criminals or corrupt officials out of fear of reprisals. In order to solve these and 
other similar dilemmas, better public moral educations or legal educations alone 
are not enough. What is needed most is the further improvement of relevant 
institutions which will coordinate people’s personal interests and the overall 
interest of the society so as to help the Chinese people solve the “prisoner’s 
dilemma” as soon as possible.  
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3 A typical case happened in Beijing in December 7, 2012. A bicycle driver was seriously wounded in 
a traffic accident, he died on the way to the nearby hospital because the traffic was very busy and 
most drivers didn’t give way to the ambulance. An online poll shows that more than 50% of 
Chinese car drivers admit that they won’t give way to an ambulance. There are many things the 
Chinese drivers have to worry about if they decide to give way to an ambulance, such as whether or 
not they can enjoy impunity if they break the traffic rules, or in the event of a collision with others, 
whether or not the loss will be covered by their traffic insurances. So far there is no Chinese law or 
act which makes clear rules for these questions. 